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Topics to be discussed:

★ Controlling the Learning Environment

★ Taking Breaks

★ Teaching Organization

★ Anxiety Resources for Students

★ Anxiety Resources for Families

We 
Got 

This!



Controlling the Learning Environment



Tips for Controlling the Learning Environment

● Choose a quiet location in the house
● Sit upright at a desk or table
● Reduce background noise
● Wear noise canceling headphones
● Soft background music 
● Tidy spaces also help in avoiding unnecessary 

distractions



Breaks

Types: 
1. Physical Breaks
2. Mental Breaks 
3. Breathing/Mindfulness Breaks

*No one size fits all rule! All children 
are different.



Toe 
Touches

Jumping 
Jacks

Jump 
Spins

Airplane 
Arms

Bunny 
Hops

Elephant 
Stomps

Do your 
Best Bow

High Five 
a Friend

Salute a 
Friend

Penguin 
Waddle

March in 
Place

Play an 
Air 

Guitar

Pretend 
Jump 
Rope

Spin Like 
a 

Ballerina
Dance 
Break

Wet Dog 
Shake

Do the 
Twist

Pretend 
Juggle

Superhero 
Arms Hide

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxbVtyitrTo


How can I help my child to be more organized?
Create a calm learning environment

Teach Strategies - techniques that help to get the job done more easily, quickly, 
and/or better.

- Begin and end with tasks that they consider “easy” and sandwich 
more difficult assignments in between. 

- “To Do” checklist - provides an immediate sense of 
  accomplishment because it shows visible progress   

- Timer/Stopwatch - builds awareness of managing time; creates a “game”

- If a tasks takes longer than your child can sustain, or if he/she “gets 
stuck,” have them switch to another assignment or take a quick 
brain break rather than stop working altogether. 

 

                                                                            NASP - Helping Children at Home & School



Teach Strategies (continued)

- Visual Schedules - helps kids to “see” time in visual blocks - map out 
work completion and outside activities (can also be used to break down 
long-term assignments)

- Use and label (with words/pictures)
crates, bins, cans, file folders, 
to make things easier to find.

- Color-code groups and/or patterns

 

           NASP - Helping Children at Home & School



Allow room for decision-making (encourage your child to take control over time, 
procedures, and materials).  Taking control requires making decisions.

- Give controlled choices

- Gently coach by asking questions rather than telling answers. 

- Raise awareness of making decisions by commenting to your child  

 
- Draw decision “trees” to illustrate choices and their outcome

       (If I do it this way, then X will happen.  If I do it that way, Y will happen).

     
                 

 NASP - Helping Children at Home & School

 

“Good decision”
“That means you’ll be able to…”



Allow room for decision-making (continued)

- Model out loud how you are deciding upon an issue 
- allows the child to see the inner language script 
  that you use.  

- Show them how to develop lists of pros and cons to help their 
decisions become more obvious. Help them to narrow down choices 
by eliminating the least desirable choices first and working 
backwards.

 

                 NASP - Helping Children at Home & School



- Raise their consciousness of their active thinking 

- Approach kids in a positive way to reinforce thinking behaviors.

- Use specific “thinking” words to highlight instances of 
self-awareness and self-direction 

“You remembered…” 
“You used a strategy” 

“Good plan” 
“You noticed that…”

                NASP - Helping Children at Home & School



Remember…

Children need our patience and step by step management 
so that they can see the distinct parts and steps of each task.  

To overwhelm them can immobilize them, 
yet to rush to rescue them can undermine their self-confidence 
in their ability to take charge of their lives.  

A more promising approach is to coach 
them by slowly and gradually building upon 
their progress and appreciating each step they 
take toward independence.  

                                                            NASP - Helping Children at Home & School



Supporting Anxious Children
Resources for Students
Presented By: Mr. Carruthers



Digital Resources
iPhone/Android Apps: YouTube Read-Alouds:

Zen Studio

Smiling Mind

Headspace Ruby Finds A Worry

Listening to My Body

https://youtu.be/VCyiiHI2SJU
https://youtu.be/-B6Rik-TA-Q


The Worry 
Monster Poem

You can find these furry friends on Amazon!



Grounding 
Technique



Supporting Anxious Children
Resources for Families
Presented By: Mrs. Chasse



Podcasts

You can find these podcasts on….



Tips for Managing Anxiety in Children 

● Try to help your child manage 
anxiety, not eliminate it

● Do not avoid things because it 
makes your child anxious 

● Try not to reinforce your child's fears 
with your tone of voice or body 
language 

● Validate feelings, but encourage your 
child to face their fears  

● Keep the anticipatory period short 
● Help your child relax by modeling 

healthy coping strategies 



Move in close to your 
child, and try some of 
these phrases. It’s 
important to always 
pair these phrases 
with something to 
calm the body (i.e., 
yoga, deep breathing, 
exercise, etc...)



Thank you for coming! 

Questions?

We 
Got 

This!


